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Painted by Payel Manna

Food insecurity during COVID-19 pandemic: Dec. 13, 2021 – Many
countries are facing growing levels of acute food insecurity, reversing years of
development gains. Even before COVID-19 reduced incomes and disrupted
supply chains, chronic and acute hunger were on the rise due to various
factors including conflict, socio-economic conditions, natural hazards, climate
change and pests. COVID-19 impacts led to severe and widespread increases
in global food insecurity, affecting vulnerable households in almost every
country, with impacts expected to continue into 2022 and possibly beyond.
This brief looks at rising food insecurity during the COVID-19 pandemic and
World Bank responses to date.
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Overview:

Although
global food prices remain
generally stable and the
outlook for global supplies
remains favorable, domestic
food price inflation is rising
in most countries. The
poorest countries witnessed
a sharp increase in food
prices in September 2021,
reaching the highest level
since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The
Agricultural
Commodity Price Index
stabilized in the third quarter
of 2021 but remains 17%
higher than its January 2021
level. Maize and wheat
prices are 11% and 21%
higher, respectively, than
their January 2021 levels,
and rice prices are about
21% lower. The primary
risks to food security are at
the country level: Higher
retail prices, combined with
reduced incomes, mean
more and more households
are having to cut down on
the quantity and quality of
their food consumption.
Numerous countries are
experiencing high food price
inflation at the retail level,
reflecting labor shortages, a
sharp rise in the price of
fertilizer,
currency
devaluations, and other
factors. Rising food prices
have a greater impact on
people in low- and middleincome countries since they
spend a larger

income countries.

food.

Rapid phone surveys done
by the World Bank in 72
countries show a significant
number of people running
out of food or reducing their
consumption.
Reduced
calorie
intake
and
compromised
nutrition
threaten gains in poverty
reduction and health and
could have lasting impacts
on
the
cognitive
development of young
children. Between 720 and
811 million people in the
world went hungry in 2020,
according to the UN report
on the State of Food
Security and Nutrition in the
World. Looking at the
middle of the projected
range (768 million), around
118 million more people
were facing chronic hunger
in 2020 than in 2019. Using
a different indicator that
tracks year-round access to
adequate food, nearly 2.37
billion people (or 30% of the
global population) lacked
access to adequate food in
2020 – a rise of 320 million
in just one year.

Hunger
was
trending
upward even before the
COVID-19
pandemic,
which exacerbated existing
effects from extreme climate
events, conflict, and other
shocks
to
economic
opportunities.

COVID-19 is estimated to
have dramatically increased
the number of people facing
acute food insecurity in
2020-2021. WFP estimates
that 272 million people are
already or are at risk of
becoming acutely foodinsecure in the countries
where it operates. Acute
food insecurity is defined as
when a person’s life or

World Bank Support: At
the country level, the World
Bank Group is working with
governments
and
international partners to
closely monitor domestic
food and agricultural supply
chains, track how the loss of
employment and income is
impacting people’s ability to
buy food, and ensure that
food systems continue to
function despite COVID-19
challenges.
“Responding
to
the
Emerging Food Security
Crisis,” a paper released in
December
2020,
summarizes the Bank’s
response in the poorest
countries: IDA has provided
$5.3
billion
in
new
commitments between April
and September 2020 for
food security. This has been
through a combination of
short-term COVID-19
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Message from Academic Dean Madam…
As we step into another new year with new hopes,
new dreams, new aspirations and new expectations,
we aspire to grow, to develop and achieve success in
all our endeavors. VOICES – the e magazine which
started its journey amidst the pandemic in 2020, has
stepped into another year with the hope that we will
together strive for a happy and healthy life in the lap
of Mother Earth. I am glad that students of IMS, in
spite of poor health, academic engagements,
projects, internships, etc., have unanimously
participated in contributing articles, paintings,
photographs, poems and short stories for the special
edition that will be published on 29th January 2022
to commemorate the Newspaper Day. I hope and
believe that this edition, like all other previous
editions, will be equally successful and of interest to
the readers.

Wish this New Year brings good luck and prosperity
for one and all!!
-Painted by Payel Manna, BMLT

In the soulful place where earth and sky meet,
nature embraces one divine Heartbeat.
SUNDARBAN
-Tuli Manna, MHA

ছাদে কে???
- সু েক্ষিণা ক ৌক্ষিে, এি. এইচ. এ

র োদ,জল, বৃ ষ্টিতে রবষ্ট ত়ে পষ্ট়ি শীতে র োত ও, রুটি রজোগোত়ি েো়িনো়ে,
ষ্টনঝু ম দুপুত মোথো রবোঝোই কত বোষ্ট়ি ষ্টিষ্ট ,
হো নো মোনো এক সংগ্রোমী আষ্টম এ জীবন যোত্রো়ে।।
ল়িতে যো ো,েোতদ উতেতশে, শ্রমজীবীতদ উতদতশে।
-Ishita Ghosh, MHA

In the silence of the night, lights talk
each other by touching their lights each
other.

আমো র োজকো অত েস, োতত্র খোও়েো
দোও়েো পত েোতদ পো়েচোষ্ট ক ো।
র োজকো ষ্টন়েমমোষ্টিক আজতকও েোতদ
পো়েচোষ্ট ক ষ্টেলোম। খোও়েোটো একটু রবষ্টশ
হত়ে রগতে আজ, হোাঁটতে রবশ কি হতে।
ষ্টকেু ষ্টদন হত়ে রগল গ মটো োলই
পত়িতে, অবশে আজতক গ ম কম।
রকোথোও হ়েতেো বৃ ষ্টি হত়েতে েো দরুন
ঠোন্ডো হোও়েো বইতে। গ মকোল, পো়িো
অতনতকই োতত্র েোতদ পো়েচোষ্ট কত বো
গল্প কত । আজ খোবো রশষ ক তে
অতনকটোই রদষ্ট হত়েতে। েোই েোতদ
উঠতে রদষ্ট হত়ে রগতে, রমোবোইতল গোন
চোষ্টলত়ে কোতন রহডতিোন লোষ্টগত়ে আষ্টম
আতে আতে পো়েচোষ্ট ক ষ্টেলোম। কোতন
েখন অষ্ট ষ্টজৎ ষ্টসং এ আতবগ আপ্লুে
কন্ঠ রবতজ চতলতে। ষ্টনতজ মতনই গোনটো
গুনগুন ক ষ্টেলোম। আবেো চোাঁতদ
আতলো়ে অস্পি চোষ্ট ষ্টদক। হঠোৎ ডোন
ষ্টদতক েোকোতেই রচোখ রগল রমৌ রদ
েোতদ। কোরু একজতন উপষ্টিষ্টে অস্পি
োতব রচোতখ প়িতে। আষ্টম হোে নো়িলোম
োবলোম হ়েতেো রমৌ েোতদ রেঁতট
রব়িোতে। অথচ অপ ষ্টদক রথতক
রকোন কম প্রষ্টেষ্টি়েো রপলোম নো। হ়েতেো
অন্ধকোত বু ঝতে পোত ষ্টন আমোতক। যোই
রহোক ষ্টকেু ক্ষণ হোাঁটো পত আতে আতে
ষ্টনতচ, ষ্টনতজ ঘত এতস শুত়ে প়িলোম।
পত ষ্টদন সকোতল, োতত্র ঘটনোটি ু তলই
রগষ্টেলোম। যথো ীষ্টে োতত্র আবো হোাঁটতে
রগলোম। আজতক চোাঁতদ আতলো একটু
হতলও কোলতক রচত়ে রবষ্টশ, েোই
চোষ্ট ষ্টদক আজ রমোটোমু টি স্পি। ষ্টনতজ
অজোতেই রচোখটো রমৌতদ েোতদ ষ্টদতক
চতল রগল, রচোতখ প়িল রসই েো়েোমূ ষ্টেি।
হোও়েো়ে েো রখোলো চুল উ়িতে। েোদটো
আমোতদ বোষ্ট়ি রথতক ষ্টকেু টো দূত

হও়েো়ে রচহো োটো স্পি রচোতখ প ষ্টেতলো
নো। ষ্টকন্তু এইটুকু বু ঝতে পো ষ্টেলোম রয
রস রকোন গোন বো সু ত েোতল েোতল
নৃ েে ক তে। আষ্টম ষ্টি হত়ে রসই
েো়েোমূ ষ্টেি নৃ েে রদখতে রদখতে
োবষ্টেলোম, রমৌ কখতনো নোতচ আগ্রহী
ষ্টেল নো। ও এই োতব এে োতত্র েোতদ
উতঠ রকন নোচ ক তে? এইসব োবতে
োবতে হঠোৎ রদষ্টখ রসই েো়েোমূ ষ্টেি রনই।
গোটো রকমন েমেম কত উঠল। েখনই
মতন প়িল আজ সকোতলই রিসবু তক
রমৌত়ে আপতডট রদতখষ্টেলোম ও ো
সপষ্ট বোত পু ী ঘু তে রগতে। এই
কথোটো মতন প তেই ষ্টশ দোাঁ়িো বত়ে
ঠোন্ডো ররোে রনতম রগল। রমৌ ো যষ্টদ
সপষ্ট বোত ঘু তে ষ্টগত়ে থোতক, েোহতল
ওটো রক? ওতদ েোতদ ও কম োতব
রনতচ রব়িোতে? োবতে োবতে আমো
ত়ে গলো শুষ্টকত়ে রগতে, পো দুতটো ো ী
হত়ে রগতে। অতনক কতি ষ্টনতচ রনতম
এলোম রকোনমতে জল রখত়ে ঠোকুত
নোম ক তে ক তে শুত়ে প়িলোম।
পত ষ্টদন ঘু ম রথতক উতঠ স্নোন কত
মষ্টিত ষ্টগত়ে পু তজো ষ্টদত়ে আসলোম।
মনটো অতনক হোলকো লোগতে। েো প
কত়েকষ্টদন আ েোতদ উতঠ ষ্টন ত়ে।
পোতে ওই েো়েোমূ ষ্টেি আবো রচোতখ পত়ি।
এই ঘটনো এক সপ্তোহ পত ,একষ্টদন
ষ্টবতকতল রমৌ আমোতদ বোষ্ট়ি এতলো। “
গুঞ্জো ষ্টদষ্টদ এই নোও পু ী প্রসোদ”,
রদখলোম পু ী ষ্টবখেোে গজো ষ্টনত়ে
এতসতে। রমৌ এ কোতে পু ষ্ট রঘো ো গল্প
শুনষ্টেলোম। মো আমোতদ চো আ নোনো
কম োজো ু ষ্টজ ষ্টদত়ে রগতে। রমৌ এ
সোতথ গল্প ক তে ক তে, বলব নো বলব
নো কত ও কথোটো রপত ই রিললোম। “
হেো র রমৌ, রেো ো সবোই ষ্টমতল বোষ্ট়ি
খোষ্টল কত চতল ষ্টগত়েষ্টেষ্টল, এটো রেোতদ
উষ্টচে হ়েষ্টন।

বোষ্ট়িতে কোউতক র তখ যোও়েো উষ্টচে
ষ্টেল”।রমৌ অবোক দৃষ্টিতে আমো ষ্টদতক
েোষ্টকত়ে বলল, “ রেোমো এ কম বলো
কো ণ ষ্টক ষ্টদষ্টদ?” আষ্টম ওতক রসষ্টদতন
সব ঘটনো খু তল বললোম। শুতন রমৌ
ষ্টকেু ক্ষণ চুপ কত ষ্টক রযন োবতলো,
েো প হঠোৎ রহো রহো কত রহতস
উঠতলো। ও হোষ্টস থোমতেই চো়ে নো। ও
হোষ্টস রদতখ আমো বড্ড অষ্ট মোন হল।
মতন মতন োবলোম রমৌ ষ্টক আমোতক ীেু
র তব হোসোহোষ্টস ক তে? আমো গম্ভী
মু খ রদতখ অষ্টে কতি হোষ্টস থোষ্টমত়ে যো
বলল েো আষ্টম ষ্টনতজ োষো়ে বলষ্টে।
আমোতদ পো়িো়ে পু কুত ধোত এক
দোত ো়েোন েো স্ত্রী ও েোতদ এক
রমত়েতক ষ্টনত়ে থোতক। আমোতদ পো়িো়ে
রয স্কুল আতে রসই স্কুতল দোত ো়েোন
উষ্টন। খু বই দ্র ও ষ্টমশুতক এই পষ্ট বো ।
পো়িো রকউ বোইত রগতল এই কোকু রক
বোষ্ট়ি পোহো ো দোষ্ট়েত্ব ষ্টদত়ে যো়ে। রমৌ োও
এই দোত ো়েোন কোকুতক দোষ্ট়েত্ব ষ্টদত়ে
রগষ্টেল। এটো শুতন আমো মতন প ল
দোত ো়েোন কোকু রমত়ে িুষ্টল কথো। রসও
বোবো সোতথ বোষ্ট়ি পোহো ো ষ্টদতে রগষ্টেতলো।
রমৌত়ে মু তখ শুনলোম, ও
নোষ্টক
়েংক টিকটতক রনশো। প্রো়ে ষ্টদনই
রসতজগুতজ নোতচ ষ্ট ষ্টডও র কডি কত ।
এই জনে দোত ো়েোন কোকু ষ্টনতজ রিোন
ষ্টদতে চো়ে নো ওতক। রসই ষ্টদন সু তযোগ
বু তঝ দোত ো়েোন কোকু রচোখতক িোাঁষ্টক
ষ্টদত়ে, রিোন ষ্টনত়ে রমৌতদ েোতদ উতঠ
ষ্ট ষ্টডও বোনোষ্টেল। আষ্টমও রমৌ এ সোতথ
হোষ্টসতে রযোগ ষ্টদলোম। মতন মতন
োবলোম, আ একটু হতলই,এই টিক টক
এ জনে আমো পটলডোঙ্গো টিষ্টকট
কনিোমি হতে চতলষ্টেল। োষ্টগেস টিকটক
বেোন্ হত়েতে। ন়েতেো নোজোষ্টন আ কো
কো পটলডোঙ্গো টিষ্টকট আমো মে
কনিোমি হতে চতলষ্টেল।

-Anish Dutta, BVFM

A New World
-Debtanu Chakraborty,
BTTM

‘I love to go to the zoo. But not on
Sunday. I don't like to see the people
making fun of the animals.’
-Ayush Raj, BVFM

A new world would take birth
in the aftermath of the biggest
damage of the century. But
would the old world have died
if the greed of man had not
disturbed the usual cycle of the
natural life? NO. There is no
time machine now to undo
what has already been done.
Still, the world can be changed
in the time to come.
The Great Wars of the last
century shook the world, broke
it in ways unknown and left
only blood and flesh on the face
of Mother Earth. She fought
back then through her sons, the
humans loyal to her, who

replanted the world
patched her wounds.

and

The baton is now in our hands,
the sons of Mother Earth, and it
is our responsibility to work in
such a path that when the
“Great Pandemic” ends, Earth
can yet again bounce back to
normal.
It is also important that we
only see the future beauty of
Mother Earth and not hurt her
like the ones before us, for then
maybe once again the wrath of
Mother India may be too much
for us to bear.
The world is changing. We
must make sure it is for good.

A short poem to end up:
Blessings are a part of life,
Hard to achieve and needed to
thrive,
Work hard to sustain your life -Even the almighty plays a
crucial role
In moulding our lives,
To fulfill its goal,
Let us arise even in the darkest
hour
To cherish our lives fully -And to enjoy the blessings with
all its power…

Gender Discrimination
- Susmita Adhikary,
MBA, EXE
Gender discrimination or
gender inequality is an
unfavorable or unequal
treatment
given
to
someone based on sex.
Article 15 says that no
person
can
be
discriminated on the basis
of gender. We all are
human beings so we must
have equal rights but
gender inequality occurs
in our society, where
women are often seen as
subordinate and inferior to
men. In today’s era it’s
being done to maintain
Patriarchy.
Today’s India offers a lot
of
opportunities
to
women, with women
having a voice in everyday
life. Nevertheless India is
still a male dominated
society. As per the WEF’s
Global Gender Gap

Report, India has slipped
to 112th rank in Gender
Gap index which vividly
shows the grim reality.
Inequality has become a
regular part of human
history since the twentieth
century. A girl faces
discrimination before her
birth in the form of female
feticide. This is evident in
our child sex ratio which
stands at 919:1000 as per
2011 census. Apart from
this,
a
girl
faces
discrimination
in
educational
front,
healthcare, economic and
political sphere.
Education: - literacy rate
of female is 65% whereas
literacy rate of male is
82%.
Healthcare: - male child
often gets nutrition. Girl
child gets whatever is left
behind. High incidence

anemia and difficulties
during child birth are
related to poor nutrition.
Economic: - labor force
participation of female is
25%, whereas for male it
stands at 53%.
Women
are
also
stereotyped in various
commercials – cooking
utensils, perfumes, beauty
products or in various
Bollywood item songs
called commodification.
Gender discrimination can
be highlighted through
crimes against women, in
particular brutal crimes
such as rapes, dowry
deaths and the most
heinous honor killings.
Though
Government
intervention plays an
important
role
in
developing our nation
towards a better future for
women rights and safety.

The Constitution of India
grants equality to women
and also empowers the
state to adopt measures of
positive discrimination in
favor
of
women.
Government of India has
launched many schemes in
order to uplift women in
the society. Some schemes
are as follows:
1) THE PC AND PNDT ACT,
1994
2) DOWRY PROHIBITION
ACT, 1961
3) 33% RESERVATION OF
SEATS IN PANCHAYAT
4) BETI BACHAO BETI
PADHAO (SUKANYA
SAMRIDDHI)
5) VISHAKA GUIDELINES
AFTER NIRBHAYA CASE
6) THE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT OF WOMEN
AT WORK PLACE ACT,
2013

Women
should
be
guaranteed the rights of
women and the society
must realize their true
strength.
When we empowers a
woman, a girl, it creates a
ripple effect which in turn
contributes to the wellbeing and productivity of
her family, community or
country at large.
The
atmosphere
of
equality between men and
women has begun to
change. Recognizing the
importance of this we
should judge any human
being on the basis of
his/her
ability
and
characteristics rather than
on the basis of gender
discrimination and provide
with
opportunities
accordingly. We will not
be able to solve this
problem
unless
we
consider it a problem.

ক্ষত
-অভিষেক দাস,
এম. এস. ভস, ডাটা এনাভিটিক্স
আমি সেই েকল অ্যামেড আক্রান্ত সিয়ের হয়ে বলমি এক গল্প,
একবার পয়ে সেখয়বন,যমে েিে থায়ক অ্ল্প |
"মকিু মকিু সিয়ল ভায়ব,
েু ন্দরী সিয়ে লাগয়লা ভায়লা , তায়ক সেমিকা বামনয়ে মনলাি!
েতযাখান করয়লা আিাে? এয়তা বে োহে! িু য়খ অ্যামেড সিয়র মেলাি!
স্বাধীনতার ৭০ বির পর, আজও সিয়েয়ের েমত এরি মনর্িি অ্তযাচার
হে!
টাকা মেয়লই েশােন পয়কয়ট, তারা কাউয়ক কয়রনা ভে!
"The Struggle is part of the journey"

আিার িত কত সিয়েই আজ এরি আক্রয়শর মশকার,
রাস্তাে সেি করয়ল যারা খু ব েমতবাে কয়র, তারা এই েব সেয়খ সকন
থায়ক মনমবিকার?

- Rituraj Das, MBA

Lighting Painting Photography
- Utsav Dutta, BVFM

সেি-েস্তায়ব রামজ হইমন, তাই অ্যামেড িারয়লা িু য়খ,
মতন িাে সজল সখয়ট এখন সে মেমি আয়ি েু য়খ!
আজ আর আিাে সেয়খ তাই সকউ আয়েনা কায়ি!
তয়ব মিয়থয েহানু ভূমত সেখায়নার অ্য়নক সলাক আয়ি!
আিাে সেয়খ তাই আর সকউ বাাঁয়ধনা বু ক,সকউ খােনা ক্রাশ!!
আিার জীবয়ন এখন নেক যন্ত্রনা,েবই ভায়গযর পমরহাে!
তয়ব একটা মজমনে ভায়লা হয়েয়ি িানু ষ মচনলাি অ্য়নক,আর তাই আজ
আমি অ্কুয়তাভে!
ভগবায়নর কায়ি একটাই আমজি, আিার িত দুেি শা সযন আর সকান সিয়ের
না হে ||
- Puja Dutta, MBA, EXE

এখন আিার আর হাত লায়গনা, আমি মনয়জই উয়ে োাঁোয়ত পামর,
আমি িাটির েমতিা নই, আমি ক্ষতমবক্ষত এক েমতবামে নারী |

Laughter is a sunbeam of the soul.
-Dipankar Mondal, MHA

Assessment of the falsification of feudalism
and the rise of cultural restrain in terms of the
novel Rajmohan’s Wife
(…written by Bankim Chandra Chattapadhaya)
- Abhirup Biswas
MHA
The set up for new movement
in the arena of socio-political
platform of Bengal, the rise of
feudalism were duely noticed.
Most of the contemporary
writers used their sharp pens
to draw the throb of the
movement.
Some
contemporary issues were
raised as the weapon of the
movement.
“Rajmohan's
Wife” is the first Indian
English novel. Here, Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhyay has
tried to give a hint of the
doctrine of feudalism. The
second chapter of the novel
shows the lineage of the
zamindars. The character of
Bangshibadan is critically
considered one of the most
vital characters of this novel.
He creates such lineage in his
family that makes the
storyline of this novel. The
certain turn of his fate makes
a radical change in his career.
In one chapter, the writer has
justified
the
clandestine
relationship of Karunamayee
with Bangshibadan with that
of Sita. Sita in her
bereavement
for
her
seperation with Ram made a
metallic figure of her
husband, Lord Ram and made
platonic love. But here, the
thought of that episode in
Karunamayee's mind comes
differently. She decided to
choose the way of Sita but in
other way because instead of
metallic figure, she had
chosen Bangshibadan as her
future counterpart. So, the
ideas of Hinduism is fallen
here and she is not supported.

It lies at the basis of the
society. It is identified as the
falsification of feudalism.
Once, she made a bold
comment: "... it would be a
decided improvement in the
plan, if she made a human
being instead of a metallic
image represent the loved and
lost one for whom she
mourned". The society had a
fixed frame which only had
spoken of the standard that
measured the density of
human relationship with any
ideals. Bangshibadan's three
sons, Ramkanai, Ramakanta
and Ramgopal had spent the
life in their own way. Only
Madhav proved to be an ideal
figure.
The showing of the
royalty without any kind of
ethics and morality was very
noteworthy.
Bangshibadan
and his family members were
not blue blooded. It was only
his fate that made a radical
change in his life. For the next
two generations as presented
in this novel spent their lives
lavishly.
Madhav's
inheritance of Ramgopal's
property was an added benefit
for him. All these things
proved to be futile at the hand
of
feudalism.
Human
emotions and ehics were
given
less
importance.
Rajmohan's
feudalistic
behaviour with Matangini
gave another side of the
paternal society. Thus, we can
assess the falsification of
feudalism and the rise of
cultural restrain in terms of
the first Indian English novel
“Rajmohan's Wife” written by
Bankim
Chandra
Chattopadhyay.

Pro Life or Pro Choice
- Sohini Dutta
B.Sc. in Psychology
Can you explain what
pro – life means and
what pro – choice
means?
Pro – life and Pro –
choice labels are
confusing for a reason:
They force people into
just two boxes for all
their religious, moral,
political and practical
beliefs on abortion. In
other words, should I
keep the child or
should I have to abort
the child depending on
circumstances under
which the child has
been conceived.
Why pro – life or why
pro – choice?
People
are
more
concerned about the
life of the fertilized
egg, embryo or fetus.
They are much less
concerned about the
life of woman who
have
unintended
pregnancies or the
welfare of children
after they are born.
Someone who is a “pro
– life” believes that the
government has an
obligation to preserve
all
human
life,
regardless of intent,

viability or quality of
life concerns. But I say
that it’s ok for a person
to have the ability to
choose abortion as an
option
for
an
unplanned pregnancy.
People
who
are
married
and
are
legalized
with
conjugal bliss, if they
don’t want to have a
child or are not in a
state
to
accept
offspring, should it be
forced on them, just
because
they
are
married?
Under
unnatural
circumstances where
the person has been
subjected to forceful
situations and then the
person
conceives,
should that person be
forced to give birth to
the child?
They both (child and
mother) in the future
life may never be
prepared to accept the
child, it’ll be a great
stress on both the
living beings. Any
living being, till the
time he/she has not
seen the face of the
earth and in full
senses, the value of
that life not there. The
basic reason is that

- Somaliya Roy,
BAFM
I still can't believe that you left,
Nothing remained but pride.
The day I said I don't care,
I’m sorry I lied.

Every emotion within me,
All I did was hide.
The day I said I am tired of you,
I’m sorry I lied.

-গ োলোম কিবকিয়ো, এম. এইচ. এ

Rather than being a
forced affair, it should
be a prudent decision
which a hosting parent
or a woman has to
decide and not the
government. Finally,
either the child is
growing in an NGO or
becomes a beggar. In a
country where the
population is already
ringing deadly notes
and more than 55% of
the
people
are
officially BPL, is it
worth living in a state
where
the
whole
system remains in a
state of trauma and still
continues to live to
make the life further
painful?
A situation which
could’ve been well
recovered
for
everyone by choice.
As a “pro – choice” I
believe that everyone
has the basic human
right to decide when
and whether to have
children or not.

I Am Sorry I Lied

That smile on your face,
Was my happiness ride.
The day I said leave me alone,
I'm sorry I lied.

জীবনের অথৈজনে মােু ষ যেে যেৌকাসম, প্রতিতেয়ি যেে যেনস
ৈাকার যেষ্টায় অতবেে

the life of a person
which has got an entity
needs to be valued and
not a life which has not
seen the light of the
day.

Tears in my eyes are countless,
That are somewhere dried.
The day I said I am fine,
I'm sorry I lied.

I still remember our last
conversation,
And how badly I cried.
The day I said letting you go is
easy,
I'm sorry I lied.
The only minute you left,
This soul within me died.
The day I said I moved on,
I'm sorry I lied.
With every breath I missed you,
With every heartbeat I tried.
The day I said I am happy without
you,
I'm sorry I lied.
I shiver every time while recalling,
All those promises you tied.
The day I said I don't love you
anymore,
I'm sorry I lied, I'm sorry I lied.

The Way Society Responds To Mental Health Compared To
Physical Health Is Damaging
- Jaya Singh
B.OPTM
Unfortunately we live in a
society where if you break
your arm, everyone runs
over to sign your cast, but if
you tell people you are
depressed, everyone runs the
other way. That’s the stigma.
We are so, so, so accepting
of any body part breaking
down other than our brains.

MENTAL HEALTH IS
JUST AS IMPORTANT
AS PHYSICAL
HEALTH.
We need to start treating
mental and physical health
the same. When someone
suffers physically, everyone
is present, everyone is
concerned, people buy gifts,
send cards, but when
someone suffers mentally, a
lot of time people are
nowhere to be seen. It’s no
secret that mental health is
routinely treated differently
than physical health, but
sometimes it’s difficult to
understand how or why this
affects us. There is mental
health and then there is
mental illness. There is a
difference - people love
talking about yoga and self care
days,
but
get
uncomfortable talking about
blackouts, suicidal thoughts,
manic episodes, etc. - and
that’s the problem.

When someone dies from
suicide everyone feels bad,
wishes they show the signs
& wishes they hadn’t done it.
But when someone is
suffering with their mental
health, no one listens, no one
believes them, and they get
accused of attention seeking.
As a society we need to do
more. Talking about mental
health is not attention
seeking. People die in
silence everyday due to this
judgment and then people
finally say “I wish they
spoke up.” We live in a
society that stigmatizes
mental health but mourns
suicide. It’s time to actually
end the stigma.
I want mental health to be so
normalized that people don’t
have to feel ashamed about
speaking up because of the
worry of stigma or being
judged. I want mental health
to be so normalized that
employees in a workplace
don’t have to make excuses
to take time off when
suffering. I want mental
health to be so normalized
that students can take time
off school when they are
going through a hard time. I
want mental health to be so
normalized that children can
tell their parents they are
feeling sad, just like they
would if they were feeling
unwell. I want mental health
to be so normalized that
school children are taught it
in
schools
throughout
growing up, so they have an
understanding of it from a
young age. I want mental
health to be so normalized
that people can openly
cancel plans when they don’t
feel up to it due to struggling
mentally.

I want mental health to be so
normalized that people can
confidently go to therapy the
same way they would if they
had doctor’s appointment. I
want mental health to be so
normalized
that
when
someone is in recovery the
people around them send
them get well wishes the
same way they would with
any other kind of recovery. I
want mental health to be so
normalized because every
mental health disorder can
be just as hard and life
threatening as a physical
illness and we pass people
every day who don’t receive
a fraction of the care they
deserve - because mental
health can be unseen.
My greatest fear, however, is
not that I am hopeless to
change
our
society’s
perception of mental illness,
nor that I can’t adequately
solve the world’s disconnect
between mental and physical
health issues. Instead, I fear
that we possess a voice and a
power to effect change, and
yet we fail to speak out and
bond together as equals.
If nothing else, everyone
reading this can simply
increase their familiarization
with those living with
mental illness around them
to broaden their spectrum of
receptive comfort. Hearing
the stories of others can
widen our capacity for love
if we only allow ourselves to
learn from a wider variety of
experiences. We all have
being given a voice and the
ability to listen, please use
these gifts to start affecting
the way we perceive mental
health.

নদীর বিনারা

-ন্জরুি ইসিাম, এম. বি. এ
একটি ছেলে িয়স তার ১৬।মাধ্যবমলক ছস পডাশুনা কলর।ছস পডাশুনালত ভালো বেে।বকন্তু ছস ছেলেটা মাধ্যবমক পরীক্ষায়
ছরজাল্ট ভালো করলত পালরবন।তাই তার িািা- মা তালক িলকলে।তার প্রচুর মন খারাপ।তার িািা–মা তালক িলকলে ছসই জনয
তার মন খারাপ কলরনা।তার মন খারাপ কারণ হলো ছস পডাশুনালত ভালো বেে,বকন্তু ছস ছরজাল্ট ভালো করলত পালরবন তাই
তার মন খারাপ।ছস ছেলেটা মন খারাপ কলর িাবড ছেলক ছিবরলয় পরলো সন্ধার সময়।ছসই সময় টিপ টিপ কলর িৃ বি হলে আর
িাতাস িইলে।রাস্তা ঘালট ছকউ ছনই।ছসই ছেলেটা হাাঁটলত হাাঁটলত ছস নদীর ধ্ালর এলস িসলো।ছস মন খারাপ কলর একাই িলস
আলে। আর ছস মলন মলন ভািলে, আর তার তার বনলজর প্রবত ঘৃ ণা হলে।বকন্তু ছসই সময় হােকা হােকা িৃ বি হলে আর িাতাস
িইলে।ছসই ছেলেটা নদীর ধ্ালর একাই িলস আলে।ছসই ছেলেটা ভািলত ভািলত খু ি সু ন্দর আওয়াজ শুনলত ছপে।আওয়াজটা
হে নদীর ছেউ।ছসই নদীর ছেউলয়র আওয়াজ এত মন বদলয় শুনলে,ছে তার পরীক্ষার কো ভুলে ছেে।নদীর ছেউলয় তালক মু গ্ধ
কলর তুেলো।ছস মলন ভািলো নদীর ছেউলয়র আওয়াজ এত সু ন্দর োলে ছস কখলনা ভািলত পালরবন।ছস মলন মলন ভািলে ছে
এত সু ন্দর োেলে ছকন?তার মলন প্রশ্ন জােলো।তার পলড ছস ভািলে ছে হােকা িৃ বি এিং িাতাস িইলে আর পবরলিশ শান্ত
োকলে,তাহলে ছস সময় নদীর ছেউলয়র আওয়াজ শুনলত ভালো োলে।ছসই ছেউলয়র আওয়াজটা ছেলেটার কালে সু ন্দর হলয়
উলেলে । েবদ ছসই ছেলেটা মন খারাপ কলর নদীর ধ্ালর না আসলতা তাহলে ছস এত সু ন্দর আওয়াজ কখনও শুনলত
ছপলতানা।ছসবদন ছেলক ছসই ছেলেটা হােকা িৃ বির সময় নদীর ধ্ালর চলে আলস। আর ছসই ছেলেটি নদীর ছেউলয়র আওয়ালজ
আনন্দ উপলভাে কলর।

শখ হিসাবে ফব াগ্রাহফ
-আব্দুস সামাদ আলী,
বি. এম. আই. বস. বস. টি
ফব াগ্রাহফ একটি হশল্প এেং এটি হেহিন্ন মু িূবতে র সসৌন্দর্েবক
তার সবেোত্তমিাবে কযাপচার কবর। র্হিও এটির জন্য
দুিে ান্ত িক্ষতার প্রব াজন্ ি ন্া, তবে দুিে ান্ত শ গুহি
কযাপচার করার জন্য এটি সোঝার প্রব াজন্ ি ।
ফব াগ্রাহফ একটি হেস্তীর্ে হেষ । একজন্ িাবিা
ফব াগ্রাফার সেসম িাবিা মু িূতে গুবিা কযাপচার করার
জন্য িাবিা দৃশয ো ইবিবের সন্ধাবন্ থাবক এেং আহম
তাবির মত িবত সচষ্টা কহর। আহম শুটিং পছন্দ কহর,
সস া আউ ব ার ো ইন্ব ার সিাক, কারর্ আহম
অন্ু শীিবন্র মাধ্যবম িক্ষতা অজেন্ করবত চা । আহম
সেহশর িাগই প্রাকৃহতক হজহন্বস হিক করবত পছন্দ কহর
ো সসই সে হজহন্স, সর্গুহি আমাবক, আহম সর্খাবন্ আহছ
তার একটি হন্খুুঁ ত তৃহি সি ৷ িাি শ সপবত, আবিাক
সকৌশি, েযাকগ্রাউন্ড, হেন্যাস ইতযাহির মবতা ফব াগ্রাহফর
কব কটি ধ্ারর্া েু ঝবত িবে, র্াবত কবর ফিাফি সম্পন্ন
িবি, আপহন্ একটি চমৎকার শ সপবত পাবরন্ ।
আপন্ার শ গুহিবক হন্খুুঁ ত করার আবরকটি পদ্ধহত,
আপহন্ আপন্ার পছবন্দর উপর র্ত সেহশ অন্ু শীিন্
করবেন্, আপন্ার শ গুহি তত সেহশউন্নত িবে। আমার
শ গুবিা িাবিা করার জন্য, এেং হেস্তাহরতিাবে সশখার
জন্য হন্ হমত অন্ু শীিন্ কহর, র্াবত আহম েু ঝবত পাহর
কীিাবে িাবিা শ হন্বত ি এেং র্া প্রাকৃহতক এেং
চমৎকার সিখা ।
ফব াগ্রাহফ আমার কল্পন্াশহি এেং ধধ্বর্ের স্তরবক উন্নত
কবরবছ, কারন্ একটি িাবিা এেং সঠিক কযাপচাবরর জন্য
আমাবক িীর্ে অবপক্ষা করবত ি । ফব াগ্রাহফ এমন্ একটি
হজহন্স র্া সমব র সাবথ সাবথ হেকাশ িাি কবর। একটি
িাি কল্পন্াশহি এেং সঠিক ধ্রবর্র সরঞ্জাবমর সািাবর্য
জীেবন্র সসই হেস্ম কর মু িূতে গুহি কযাপচার করা র্া ,
র্া োস্তবে কখন্ও সকন্া র্া ন্া। ফব াগ্রাহফ এমন্ হকছু র্া
রাতারাহত র্ব ন্া। এর জন্য সম হিবত িবে এেং ধধ্র্ে
ধ্বর অন্ু শীিন্ করবত িবে ।
িাবিা ফব াগ্রাহফর হশল্প হশখবত িবে। আহম র্ত সেহশ
হশহখ, ততই আহম এটি পছন্দ কহর । এটি এমন্ একটি শখ
র্া আহম সহতযই িাবিাোহস এেং র্া আহম সেবচব সেহশ
উপবিাগ কহর।

Child Marriage

আস্মম

which makes it home to
- Rajata Mukherjee, largest number of child brides
MBA in the world -accounting for a
third of the global total nearby
Child
marriage
violates 16 percent adolescent girls
children’s rights and places aged 15-19 are currently
them at high risk of violence, married.
exploitation and abuse child
marriage affects both girls and The significant process for
boys, but it affects girls reduction of child marriage in
India has contributed to a
disproportionately.
large extent to the global
It is defined as a marriage of a decrease in the prevalence of
girl or boy before the age of 18 the practice. The decline may
and refers to both formal be result of multiple factor
marriages and informal unions such as increase literacy of
in which children under the age mothers, better access to
of 18 live with a partner as if education for girls, strong
married.
legislation and migration
from rural areas to urban
Child
marriage
ends
areas. Increased rates of
childhood.
It
negatively
adolescent girls, and strong
influences children’s rights to
public messaging around the
education,
health
and
illegality of child marriage
protection.
These
and harm it causes are also
consequences impact not just
among the reasons for the
the girl directly, but her also
shift. Child marriage a deeply
her Family & Community.
rooted social norm provides
A girl who is married as a child glaring evidences of wide
is more likely to be out of spread gender of inequality
school and not earn money and and discrimination. It is a
contribute to the community. result of the interplay of
She is more likely to economic and social forces.
experience domestic violence
In communities where the
and become infected with
practices
is
prevalent,
HIVs/AIDS. She is more likely
marrying a girl as a child is a
to have children when she is
part of a cluster of social
still a child. There are more
norms and attitudes that
chances of her dying due to
reflect
the
low
value
complications
during
according to the human rights
pregnancy and child birth.
of the girls.
Estimates suggest that each
year, at least 1.5 million girls Child marriage negatively
under18 get married in India,
affects the Indian economy

and can lead
to an
intergenerational cycle of
poverty. Girls & boys married
as children more likely lack
the skills, knowledge and job
prospects needed to lift their
families out of poverty and
contribute to the country’s
social & economic growth.
Early marriage leads girls to
have children earlier and more
children over their lifetime,
increasing economic burden
on the house hold. The lack of
adequate investments in many
countries to end child
marriage is likely due in part
to the fact that the economic
case for ending practice has
not yet made forcefully. As a
result of norms assigning
lower value to girls, as
compared to boys , girls are
perceived
to
have
no
alternative role other than to
get married and are expected
to help with domestic chores
&
undertake
household
responsibilities in preparation
of their marriage evidence
show that critical game
changers for adolescent girl’s
empowerment
include
postponing marriage beyond
the legal age, improving their
health and nutritional status,
supporting girls to transition to
secondary school, and helping
them develop marketable
skills so, that they can realize
their economic potential &
transition
into
healthy,
productive and empowered
adults.

অন্ধ আইন

-অলঙ্করণে সু স্মিতা ব াস, স্ম স্ম এ

-বলখনীণত মস্মিমা খাতুন, স্ম এইচ এম
"মাগ া" ত ামার তেগের আইন,
পাগরনন ওই ননরপরাধ তমগ়েগে বাাঁচাগ ।
তে তমগ়েটি সেয ফুগে উগেনিল,
ফুগলর েনলর মগ া;
ত ামার তেগের েসু যরা নমগল,
ধবংস েগরনিল াগে।
মমমনি তসই তেিটি; তফগলনিল রাস্তা়ে, বগনর ধাগর।
আ ম নাগে বু ে ফাগে,
বু ও তেউ আগসনন পাগে োাঁডাগ ।
আইগনর দুইগচাখ বন্ধ;

Do not shut the door of queries from a child.
Let them speak. Otherwise the door of his
childhood will be in deep darkness.

সমাগে োরা অপরাধী, ারাই আে বহুরূগপ সাগে।
আর, ননরপরাধী তসই নারী,
েলনিনী িগ়ে মু খ লু নেগ়ে বাাঁগচ।
"মাগ া" ত ামার তেগের এই নে নন়েম?
সেয প্রস্ফুটি নারী পশুর েবগল পগর।
বহুরূপী তসই োপু রুগের তিাবগল,
প্রস্ফুটি েনল লু টিগ়ে পগড তেে মা ার আাঁচগল।।

-সাস্মিল বমাস্তাক
স্ম এইচ এম
আনম তোগনা মসনেে নই, আনম তোগনা মনির নই।
আনম তোগনা ন েমাও নই
গব আনম তে?
আগর আনমই ত া তসই তেযান - ননর্ম ়ো
োশ্মীগরর েনযা আনসফা
আসানসগলর ইমাগমর তিগল নসবা ু ল্লাি
আমাগে নচনগ পারিনা?
আনম ত ামাগের রােননন ে চক্রাগে বনলপ্র্ েত্ত!
ত ামাগের অগথমর স্বাগথমর তলালু প া
আমার সেয তফাো কাঁনডগে মনডগ়ে নেনল
মগে মাংগস র্া েরগল আমার অসিা়ে তেিোগে ।
তেমন আগিা ত ামরা?
পূ র্ম িগ়েগি ত ামাগের মনবাসনা?
সন য েগর বলগ াআমার মগ া তিগল তমগ়ে েী ত ামাগের নিলনা?
আমার আসিা়ে া ননগ়ে েখন
এেেু এেেু েগর েম বগন্ধর মু গখ
আনম িেফে েরনিলাম, নচৎোর েরার তচষ্টা েরনিলাম
বু েী ত ামাগের ে়ো ি়েনন
না না - আমার উপর নমথযা ধগমমর তবাঝা চানপগ়োনা
আনম তোগনা ধমম নই, তোগনা েল নই
আনম িলাম এে অসিা়ে বাবা মার সোন।।

Another Child Marriage
- Koninika Mandal
BHM
Mama, why am I going with this strange man?
For your safety, my dear
But Mama, he scares me, he's hurt me,
Everywhere, I don't feel safe
Oh honey, it’s okay. It's what all girls do.
But-but...I love you, I love Papa,
I don't want to leave you.
It is your duty, child, we need the money.
If you love us, go.
The conversation runs through her head,
Over and over the broken record plays.
Broken.
Innocence of a child, lost.
Lost in the broken glass.
Shards tear at the skin,
Making sure she never forgets.
Hope is pushed into her life,
Freedom is near, she thinks.
Glass shatters
He knocked over another vase,
Another rock was thrown through the window.
Another piece of her life, came crashing down.
Down...Down...Down.
As soon as she believes,
Believes in what could have been,
What should be lived...?
Glass shatters.
Glass shards, impossible to mend.
The shattering, the damage,
Hopeless to rectify,
Hopeless to continue.

The Global Refugee Crisis
- Rupsa Saha,
BBA
Refugees are the persons who
have been forced to flee or leave
their home country in order to
escape persecution, natural
disaster or conflict.
What is the Largest Refugee
Crisis in the world? While a full
picture is yet to be established,
UNHCR (United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees)
estimates that global forced
displacement has surpassed 84
million at mid-2021. Of those
26.3 million are refugees and
more than half of these are under
the age of 18. We are now at the
highest population on record
68% of the world’s refugee
population comes from just five
countries.
These
countries
include:-Syria: The Syrian crisis remains
first and foremost a protection
crisis. As of mid-2020, 6.6
million Syrians have sought
refuge, primarily in Lebanon,
Jordan, and Iraq.
Afghanistan: Approximately, 1
in 10 refugees are afghan totaling
2.7 million. More than 88% of
Afghan refugees are hosted in
neighboring Pakistan and Iraq.

East Asia and Africa have
captured the world’s attention.
Unfortunately, the majority of
today’s Refugees, approximately
80% are resetting in developed
regions such as the European
Union. So, it is having a great
negative impact on the host
countries. The refugees are being
burden to the host countries by –
1.
2.
3.

Straining public and private
services.
Causing
physical
and
economic crowding and
Increasing social strife and
the potential for civil
conflict.

Solution: As wealthy countries
tighten their borders and cut their
aid budgets, the outlook for the
world’s refugees seems black.
But the crisis can be solved if
only we have the will to do so.
1.

2.

3.

Resettlement is a vital
seduction for the most
vulnerable refugees.
All
countries
should
investigate and prosecute
trafficking
gangs
who
exploit
refugees
and
migrants.
Governments also need to
stop blaming refugees for
economic
and
social
problems
and
instead
combating all kinds of
xenophobic
and
racial
discrimination.

Dragon Blood Tree
- Oishani Bhuniya, BTTM
We all know there are various type of trees in our planet. Dragon blood
tree is one of those most interesting tree. Scientific name Dracaena
cinnabar, is a native tree from the land of Socotraarchipelago located in
the Arabian Sea. It is first discovered during survey by Lieutenant
Wellsted of East India Company in 1835. They are named after the dark
red color resins that the tree produces. It structure resembles umbrella
shaped, densely packed crown upturned. It usually sheds its leaves once
in every 3-4 years. Leaves are found only at the end of young branches
extensions. Its leaves can be measured upto 60cm long & 30cm wide. It
bears small fragrant white colored flowers which then turned to ripe
orange colored berries which contains 1-4 seeds. This tree can survive
harsh regionswhere inadequate amount of soil is present i.e.
mountaintops. Its large dense packed crown shape reduces the water
loss through evaporation thus helping in survival. Its sheds there seeds
close to them allowing the seedlings to grow in the adult shade. Human
activities is proving tobe efficient threat for this species as the
overgrazing and feeding the fruits and flowers to the livestock on the
island. The dark red resins which it produces are highly valuable since
the ancient era and are continued to use till date in dyes and medicines.
It large shaped leaves are also used for making beehives.
In mythology, this tree is a
direct ‘descendant ‘of
Ladon, an ancient dragon
that had 100 heads and
could speak the tongues of
just as many different
languages and voices. At
the time the Juno, the
queen of the gods and
mother of
Mars, was married, Gaia, her mother, gifted her with three golden
apples and set Ladon to guard them in the Garden of the Hesperides.
Many years later Hercules completed a series of labours, needed to
steal the apples. He battles with Ladon to retrieve the apples and
defeats him, spilling his blood on the ground of the garden. From there
sprang up the first of these dragon trees and said to still contain the
blood of the dragon in their own veins. It’s so unfortunate that now a
day’s these trees are extincting because of the weather and global
warming.

Although the refugee crisis is
ongoing, small steps have been
made to offer relief.

The Upcoming Afghan Refugee
Crisis Is Only A Preview
South Sudan: Over half of the
Sudanese crisis, 2.3 million,
have sought refuge abroad,
including areas of Sudan,
Uganda, and Kenya.
Myanmar: The Rohingya crisis
has seen over 1 million flee from
conflict in Myanmar. Most of
whom
have
settled
in
neighboring Bangladesh in the
world’s longest refugee camp.
Somalia: The number of
refugees has been declining over
the years, however at the of
2020, these were still over
900,000 displaced from their
homes.
Impacts and Solutions of
Refugee Crisis on Host
Countries:
Impact: The contemporary
refugee crisis across the middle



Jordan opens the world’s
first covid-19 vaccination
clinic inside of Zaatari camp
for Syrian refugees.
S. President, Joe Biden, is
desiring to increase the
number
of
refugees
admitted to the United
States to 62,500 per year --a large increase from the
previous administration.

Conclusion:
Finally if
the refugees are self – reliant
and know how to improve their
shortcomings to integrate into
society, they will probably
listen to the millions of people
saying “Refugees Welcome”.

Re-bordering Canada’s
Privately Sponsors Refugees
during the Pandemic.

পর্ণ ম োচীর ভয়
লেখনীমে ররয়ো নস্কর, এ এইচ এ

সব একই থাকা অনাবশ্যক নয়,
তুই, আমি ! থাকব?
চলতত চলতত যমি ভীষণ পায় ঘু ি?
আর যমি পায় সু খ
সাতথ যমি খু ব িন ববরমিন?
ধৈতযের রি মিটিতয় তুইও যামব?
হারাতনার 'বতা ফতিে া অতনক ভারী
তুইও যমি বসই ভার বাডাস?
এিন যমি হয়, মিন গুনতত নতুন জন্ম
মফতর মফতর পাই,
ওরা স্বপ্ন বিতখ িরতব বতল,
তাহতল হাতত হাত রাখা খু ব সহজ নয়?
গল্প যমি বশ্ষ হতয় যায়! ততব নতুন
কতর পাওয়ার বনশ্ায় হারামব বাতর বাতর?
তারারা ও যমি সঙ্গ িাতড,
আিরা যমি ঝতড পমড?
পণেতিাচীর গন্ধ মক বাতাতস বখতল?
ততব বৃ মি যমি সতঙ্গ থাতক,
মিশ্ব না-হয় জমিন চতল!!

অেঙ্করমর্ ররয়ো সোাঁেরো, এ এইচ এ

One Day Trip to Krishnanagar, During Jagatdhatri Puja
- Pritishna Chakraborty,
MTTM

One day trip from Kolkata to
Krishnanagar during Jagatdhatri
puja gave me an amazing
feeling. This is a Historical
Place for the 18th century’s king
of Nadia Maharaja Krishna
Chandra and the Gopal Bhand
who used to give joy others and
Maharaja by laughter and his
intelligence. Maharaja Krishna
Chandra considered Gopal as a
Navaratna of his court. The king
had started Jagatdhatri Puja, by
that time to till now Puja has
celebrated in his court in the
same Natmandir. The family is
still staying in the palace and
they are maintaining the old
tradition and rituals of the Puja.
In The city many more pujas are
organized
in
a
Bengali
traditional way. So many dhakis
gathered during puja and
performed
very
well.
Krishnanagar’s main festival is
Jagatdhatri Puja and that time
the whole city pretended as a
bride.

In the very early morning I
started my journey towards
Krishnanagar. From Sealdah I
took Krishnanagar local (2hrs
15mnts). Outside of the
Krishnanagar Station I found so
many toto riders and booked one
toto towards The Palace of
Krishnanagar. There are so
many people gathered outside
and inside of the Palace.
Nobody get any permission to
visit the Palace because the
family members are still staying
over there. But The Natmandir
was open for all the visitors and
devotees.
I
visited
The
Natmandir, the interior of the
Natmandir is really beautiful
and astonishing. During the visit
I felt goose bumps on my body.
The idol is very different from
others idol, the goddess looked
like a younger girl and seated on
the front facing white lion. The
lion looked like the knight of the
chessboard. The history of this
puja I get to know from the
current Rani ma while we were
interacting, that is, Maharaja
Krishnachndra in 1762 detained
in Munger Prison and due to that
he was unable to remain Durga
Puja.

He was disheartened as he could
not gave the pushpanjali to Ma
Durga. On the Dashami while he
was returning by boat the idols
were being immersed in the
river. Seeing that Maharaja was
in tears and fell in asleep, at that
time he had a dream where he
saw teenaged devi sitting on a
lion looking like a white horse
telling him not to get sad she
will come to him again in the
Bengali month of Kartick
(October- November).

And then he started Jagadhatri
Puja on his court. It was an
amazing feeling to interact with
the Current Rani ma and
witnessed
of
the
royal
Jagatdhatri puja. Then I headed
to one another main Puja of
Krishnanagr is Chasa Para Buri
Ma Tola. The main attraction is
the idol, one lift equal
height and her outfit
is making by gold
jeweler’s about 5kg.
gold jewellery has
been given to the idol.
And her forehead is
completely covered
by golden bindis. So
many devotees come
to see the idol and
offered Puja to Ma.

They donate gold and saris to
ma. The puja committee
members distributes all donated
saris and some money to the
families who are unable to
arrange
their
daughter’s
marriage. That is also amazing
feeling to be witnessed of this
Puja. Then I didn’t visit any
other pandals because of short
time I headed towards Ghurni.
The birthplace of Gopal Bhand
and clay toys. There are many
shops who are selling clay toys,
not only in local also in
international they are selling
clay toys. Clay dolls are unique
in their realism and the quality
of their finish. Fruit, Fish,
insects, animals, birds etc. and
the entire pantheon of gods and
goddesses,
popular
comic
characters and everyday life
work of farmers, weavers,
basket makers etc. and many
other specialties of clay dolls.
Then after lunch I brought
Sorvaja and Sorpuria from the
famous and very old sweet shop
called
“Adhor
Mistanno
Protisthan”.
Then
From
Krishnanagar station I took train
for Sealdah and reached my
home with a glorious feeling.
For one day trip Krishnanagar is
beautiful place to visit during
Jagatdhatri puja. There are
various lodges and hotels to stay
over there and enjoy puja.
Cheapest
way to
travel
Krishnanagar is via train from
Sealdah to Krishnanagar City.

MIMI
Director: Laxman Utekar
Cast: Kriti Sanon, Pankaj Tripathi, Manoj Pahwa, Sai Tamhankar
-Reshmi Biswas, MBA Executive
Mimi is a beautiful feel-good tale of surrogacy that touches your soul instantly. Very well written and directed by Laxman utekar. There is not a
single dull moment throughout the runtime. The hilarious first half is followed by an emotionally draining second half with the climax being
slightly predictable. AR Rahman has given a master class on how to score background for comedies. Kriti Sanon was marvelous in her role –
she really outdid herself in every scene. She did gain weight for her post-pregnancy scenes and she delivered raw emotions that were needed in
this role.
The story of Mimi revolves around a bubbly 25-year-old girl Mimi, who wants to become a Bollywood actress. But God had other plans and
she ends up being a mother.
Mimi doesn’t belong to a well-to-do family and so she needs money to pursue her dream of coming to be the next Bollywood sensation. Kriti
took it on her to play the role of a surrogate mother who had bigger dreams like any other girl or woman in our country. Then Bhanu (played by
Tripathi), who is a driver comes to Mimi asking her to be the surrogate mother of an American couple who is searching for a healthy young girl
who can be their child’s surrogate mother. She agrees as they promise her a good amount of money. But when Mimi’s pregnant, the couple
departs the country as they get aware that their unborn child has Down syndrome. But Mimi gives birth to a fit and fine boy and her whole
family including Bhanu and his wife starts caring for him as their own family.
Mimi is a rollercoaster of emotions, it made me happy, sad, and angry at times. It has delivered the message beautifully. Something very
soothing and very different from the Bollywood masala movie. Probably the best performance of Kriti to date. Apart from that Pankaj Tripathi,
Sai Shankar, Evelyn, Aiden, Supriya, and all the other supporting cast did an amazing job. Overall, Mimi is a complete family entertainer and
shouldn’t be missed. Mimi is a tremendous experiment at giving rise to a social taboo like surrogacy to the center stage. The film has some
absolutely funny scenes, and if melodrama is something you don’t mind, you should precisely give Mimi one watch.

প্রিয় স্কুল ও তার কথা
-স ামনাথ মন্ডল,
প্রি. অপট োটেট্রি
আজও একই রকম রযয়যে
সমাযের প্রিয় স্কুলটা।
িেল হয়প্রন এযতাটুকু,
স্কুযল পড়যত পড়যত, কখন
সেন, িেযল প্রিযয়প্রে সমারা।
স্কুল সেযড় এয প্রে,
সেযল এয প্রে অ ংখয স্মৃপ্রত,- সিযের িাযয় স ই
প্রহপ্রজপ্রিপ্রজ সলখাগুযলা: অস্পষ্ট হযয়যে সিাধয়!
িন্ধুযের যে সেথা িযের
সমলা ি যতা :হয়যতা স থা
প্রিড় জপ্রমযয়যে এক নতুন
সেযলর েল।
স্কুলটা আজও অযপক্ষায়
প্রিোয় সনওয়া সেযলর েল,
আিার তাযক সেখযত আ যি;
স্কুযলর সেওয়াল আিার পাযি তাযের হাযতর স্পর্শ,
মযন হযি: হাতগুযলা অযনক
িেযল প্রিযয়যে আজ;
অনয হাযতর োপ্রয়ত্ব তুযল প্রনযত প্রর্যখযে তারা।
স ই চেল িেমাযয়র্ সেযলগুযলা এখন র্ান্ত হযয়যে
অযনক।
স্কুলটা জানযতা: একপ্রেন
এরা জীিযন,অযনক িযড়া হযি;
িাযলা মানু ষ হযি,
ু কাযন্তর-ই অিাক পৃ প্রথিী সত
এরাই আনযি েু িান্তর,
িড়যি নতুন এক মাজ।
আর এযের মযধযই
স্কুলটা খুুঁ যজ পাযি,
তার জীিযনর াথশকতা।

-Sumana Parvin,
B. Optometry

A Few Thoughts on Book and its Future
-Sreyasi Rupa De,
MBA, EXE
A Book has been famously
described as the life-blood of
a master spirit. Throughout
human civilization books
played a very important role
in the advancement of
thoughts and ideas which in
their turn changed the course
of history in a progressive
manner.
Printing Press with all its
modern and technological
advances have made books
more reader friendly. But
technology in the current
digital revolution era is
adding to the presentation of
book form particularly with
the ongoing additions of ebooks and e-readers which
make a reader carry in his
pocket hundreds of books
which he can enjoy even
while travelling or waiting
for a doctor in sick bed. They
can be adjusted to make
reading eye friendly also
with larger types for senior
citizens.
But even after singing a lot of
paean in support of books,
the
present
continuing
decline in readership of
books among the Techno
savvy generation is a matter
of concern not only to huge
print publishing industry but
also to large number of book
lovers who hugely prefer to
physically possess a book for
reading.
There is a very interesting
story about the great sage Sri
Ram Krishna smelling a new
book and had been extremely
exhilarated to enjoy the book
even before reading even a
line. The message of the
above story might be that one
must read a book with all the
five senses a human being is
gifted with. Regarding how
to read a book there are very
many
meaningful
suggestions. Francis Bacon,
the great Western thinker,

suggested that 'some books
are to be chewed, some
swallowed, some others only
to be tasted, and a few to be
digested'. Ancient Sanskrit
the message is no less sharp
and suggestive. The Sanskrit
sloka says that life is short,
but knowledge is vast,
moreover
there
are
thousands of obstacles in this
short life so one must learn
to suck the essence of
knowledge like a goose who
collects the essence i.e.; milk
leaving the water part in a
mixture of water and milk.
But people won't back out
from their love of book. So
we find in certain parts of the
world Great Book Fair
attended by literary giants.
India, and particularly,
Bengal has never been
lagging in such honest
endeavor to keep attractions
for Books alive.
There are walks arranged by
organizations to uphold
support for books. Even a
fighter in the battlefield need
books as much as he/she
need
weapons
and
ammunition. Weapons to
fight the enemy, books to
fight
our
superstition,
unscientific thoughts and it
is a great contributors to
human progress.
Before the invention of
Printing, books were written
on tree leaves by hand held
native pens. What a great
treasure
of
wonderful
knowledge they contain! A
lot of knowledge may still be
lying hidden in these
manuscripts in tree leaves.
Even large number printed
books have been destroyed
during the past wars, natural
calamities
and
social
turmoil. What a great loss
human civilization has
suffered
by
such
devastations in the history of
mankind. But the present
venture by UNESCO and

famous libraries of the world
to preserve the great heritage
in electronic form has given
new hopes to mankind that
many valuable books now in
very difficult conditions may
be preserved.
Earlier books written in one
language could be read by
one who had already learnt
that language. But today day
various
technological
supports
like
Artificial
Intelligence etc. has made it
easier to have access to
foreign books apart from
good translations by able
translators.
Reading a book is still
considered one of the great
pleasures in human life. With
a book in hand a reader is a
free man. Nowhere can
he/she find such limitless
freedom. With a reader’s
imagination cooperating with
the writer's imagination and
the reader creates his/her own
world which creation can gift
him/her with a kind of joy not
to be found anywhere else.
With a section of booklovers
book is far better a gift to be
presented to near and dear
ones than any other gift
however expensive.
Many booklovers in the
modern times have little time
for reading a book. A new
service has come into being,
thanks again to modern
technology, is 'Audibles' i.e.
stories are read out by expert
readers which one can
comfortably listen to even
while driving a car (of course
with required safety and
security) or for that matter
while cooking or doing some
other house hold daily chores.
But such 'Audibles' may not
satisfy a true reader. So if
anyone asks- “Has Book any
Future”? A good number of
genuine readers will stand up
and say "YES, it has”. I am
one with them.
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NARISHAKTI

-হেমা সাাঁতরা,
এম. এইচ. এ
"আমার ত া ত ানো ভুল তেই, ও শুরু
নরনে ঝগডা টা, আমম আর ত ােমিেও
ওর সানে ো বলব ো"। ক্লানসর তেষ
তবঞ্চটায় বনস জাোলার বাইনর াম নয়
মেনজর মনে মনে বলন বলন ত ানে
জল এনস তগনলা ম ানসর ।
বযাপারটা হনলা ম েু ক্ষণ আনগ
ম ানসর মিয় বন্ধু ম মলর সানে ঝগডা
হয় ম ানসর, আর মবষয়টি েু বই
তেনলমােু মষর, ম াস আর ম মলর
মনযয সববক্ষণ েু েসু টি তলনগই ো ন া,
আর তসটা যেে অম মরক্ত হনয় তযন া
েে লন া মাে অমভমানের পালা,
ম ন্তু তসই তরে তবমে দূর লন া ো াই
মাে অমভমাে ভুনল আবার াাঁরা এন
অপরন ানে তটনে মে ।
স াল তেন ই আ ােটা তমঘলা, বাইনর
বৃ মি তেনমনে, ক্লানস টি ার ো ো ায় তয
যার মেনজর ানজ বযাস্ত, বাইনর তঝানডা
হাওয়া বমহনে তসই আবনযই জাোলা
মিনয় বৃ মির ঝাপটা িনবে নর মভমজনয়
মিনে ম াসন ।
তবে ম েু ক্ষণ পর বৃ মি োমনলা,
ইম মনযয আ ানে তমনঘর আডাল
তেন আনলা উঁম মিনয়নে। েেই
ম ানসর গানয় হা মিনয় ত তযনো
ডা নলা, ম াস ঘুনর াম নয় তিেনলা
মপেনে ম মল িাাঁমডনয়, " অনে
হনয়নে এবার জায়গায় ল ক্লানস মযাম
আসনে, আর হযাাঁ এই ক্লাসটার পর ম ন্তু
আমরা যামিনে যানবা আর আজন
ু ই আমায় োওয়ামব", বনল ম ানসর
হা যনর জায়গায় টােন টােন মেনয়
তগনলা ম মল।
হয়ন া মােুনষর মেটাও ওই আ ানের
মন া, আ ানে তযমে তমঘ জনম,
ত মেই মােুনষর হৃিনয় জনম রাগ,
দুঃে, অমভমাে। তমঘ তযমে সূযবন
আডাল নর তিয়, ত মেই রাগ আডাল
নর তিয় মােুনষর েীম , মেু ষযত্ব,
মবনব আর সম্প ব ুলনলান ।
তমঘ তেন তযমে বৃ মি োনম, ত মেই
মােু নষর হৃিনয়র জনম ো া তমনঘর
ারনণ তেনম আনস অশ্রু। আর, বৃ মি
োমার পর আবার তযমে তমনঘর আডাল
তেন সূযব উঁম তিয়, ত মেই দ ত াাঁটা
ত ানের জল মােুনষর হৃিনয়র সমস্ত
গ্লামে যু নয় সম্পন ব র ুলরুত্ব টা স্পি নর
ত ানল||

-Manoranjan Kumar Mukherjee,

MBA, EXE
“I do not wish women to have
power over men, but themselves”,
Mary
Wollstonecraft
[A
Vindication of the Rights of
Women (1792)]: this statement
holds true even after centuries.
Women play the ‘building block’
roles in our society as caretakers,
entrepreneurs,
educators,
conscience keepers, though with a
constant
struggle
to
get
acknowledged as equal human
beings. Despite all odds, women
bring to the table a set of
competencies and skillsets equal
to their male counterparts.
Through the ages, countless
women of great genius, courage
and determination have helped to
shape human history across the
world.
From
rulers
to
sportswomen,
writers
to
revolutionaries, there are many
extraordinary women who have
played a decisive role in the

world, who changed the way the
world looks at women.
For instance, Indira Nooyi’s
(Former Chairman & CEO,
PepsiCo) life and career have
been
nothing
less
than
inspirational. She broke the
barrier of gender and race to
emerge as an iconic business
leader of the 21st Century. Her
leadership legacy is her
trailblazing
philosophy
of
Performance with Purpose,
whose time has arrived.
The extraordinary life story of
Kamala Harris, the current Vice
President of the USA is
genuinely enticing. The daughter
of an immigrant and Civil Rights
Activist, Kamala was raised in a
California community that cared
deeply about social justice. As
she rose to prominence as a
political leader, her experiences
would become her guiding light
as she grappled with an array of
complex issues and learned to
bring a voice to the voiceless.

স্বপ্ন

-বিবের আলম
এম.এইচ.এ

স্বপ্ন মানে বাাঁ ার তেো,
স্বপ্ন ভালবাসা।
স্বপ্ন মানে মেনজর মনে,
এ টু ানে আসা!
স্বপ্ন মানে পাষাণ মনে,
সজীব ার তোাঁয়া।
স্বপ্ন মানে বাস্তব ার ানে,
সবম েু ই তযাাঁয়া!
স্বপ্ন মানে েূ নেয নড,
এ তিৌনড েু ট।
স্বপ্ন মানে মনের ত ানণ,
লনক্ষয তপৌাঁোনোর মবশ্বাস অটুট।
স্বপ্ন মানে বাস্তব ার মাটিন ,
মেনজন যা াই রা!
স্বপ্ন মানে জয়-পরাজয়,
বু ও লনক্ষয এমগনয় লা!
স্বপ্ন মানে ত ামায় মেনয় ে ু ে নর বাাঁ া,
াইন া বমল স্বপ্ন তিনো যেী-গরীব রাজা!

অলংর্রণে রূপসা হ াস্বামী,
বিবির্যাল সাইণর্ালবি
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Through
her
life
she
communicates a vision of shared
struggle, shared purpose and
shared values as we confront the
great world around us. The
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
has affected women more than
anything else, but it is Professor
Sarah
Gilbert
whose
groundbreaking research in the
field of vaccinology has helped
to sidestep traditional scientific
methods and produce vaccines at
an accelerated pace. Thanks to
Professor Sarah Gilbert, the
vaccine for corona virus was
created in four months!
(Usually, a vaccine takes several
years to develop). Professor
Gilbert’s vaccine – Oxford’s
AstraZeneca is used in more
than 170 countries today to save
millions of lives across the
globe. Thus, reducing gender
inequality
strengthens
economics, builds stable and
resilient societies that give all
individuals the opportunity to
fulfil their potential.

Food Insecurity…

responses and investments to
address the longer-term drivers
of food insecurity. We’re
building on existing projects and
deploying short- and long-term
financing:

In Bangladesh, an
Emergency
Action
Plan,
mobilized as part of a Livestock
Dairy Development project,
provided US$87.8 million in
cash transfers to 407,000
vulnerable dairy and poultry
farmers to support their
businesses. Financing also went
towards providing personal
protection equipment, farm
equipment
and
enhanced
veterinary services through the
procurement of 64 mobile
veterinary clinics.

In Bhutan, the World
Bank re-aligned its portfolio to
support food distribution in the
short term and enhance food
production in the medium term
through inputs supply and
irrigation.
• In India, women's self-help
groups, supported under the
National Rural Livelihoods
Mission co-financed by the
World Bank, mobilized to meet
shortages
in
masks
and
sanitizers,
run
community
kitchens and restore fresh food
supplies, provide food and
support to vulnerable and highrisk families, provide financial
services in rural areas, and
disseminate
COVID-19
advisories
among
rural
communities. These self-help
groups, built over a period of 15

years, tap the skills of about 62
million women across India.
Prevention- We’re committed
to helping countries prevent the
next zoonotic disease from
turning into a pandemic and be
better prepared when risks
materialize.

World Bank experience
with the Avian Influenza shows
that cross-sectorial, coordinated
investments
in
human,
environmental and animal health
(the “One Health” approach) are
a cost-effective way to manage
risks and control diseases at the
source. Over 70% of emerging
infectious diseases (EID) in
humans have their source in
animals.
Transmission
of
pathogens from animals to
humans and EIDs are increasing
in
a
rapidly
changing
environment, with deforestation,
land-use change and rapid
population growth amplifying
the exposure of humans to
diseases carried by animals.

Under the first COVID19 package of World Bank
Group financing, countries can
invest in longer-term prevention,
such as strengthened veterinary
services, disease surveillance
and food safety. In India, for
example,
the
COVID-19
Emergency
Response
and
Health Systems Preparedness
Project will improve disease
surveillance systems in humans
and
animals
and
health
information systems across the
country.

Introduction to Robotics
-Mehuli Paul,
MBA, EXE
Robotics is an interdisciplinary
branch of computer science and
engineering. Robotics involves
design, construction, operations,
and use of robots. The goal of
robotics is to design machines
that can assist and help humans.
Robotics in the 20th and 21st
centuries
have
advanced
radically to include machines
capable of assembling other
machines and even robots with a
structure to human body.
The word robotic was also
coined by a writer ‘Isaac
Asimov’ in 1942 in his short
story ‘Runabout’. He generally
characterized the robots in his
short stories as helpful servants
of man and viewed robots as “a
better, cleaner race”. Asimov
proposed three laws of robotics
as followed Law One- A robot may not
injure a human being or,
through
inaction,
allow
human being to come to harm.
 Law Two- A robot must obey
the orders given to it by
human beings except where
such orders would conflict
with the first law.
 Law Three- A robot must
protect its own existence as
long as such protection does
not conflict with the first or
second law.
As the field of robotics grows
ever more sophisticated, a
greater number of technicians
are required to lend their talents
to design, program, and
maintain robots and robotic
systems. Not surprisingly, the
complexity of these machines
and systems has spawned five
specialized areas within the field
of robotics:






Operator interface
Mobility or locomotion
Manipulators & Effectors
Programming
Sensing & Perception

Since the development of
today’s most advanced robotic
systems is no easy endeavor,
those tasked with their design,
programming and maintenance
often look to hone in on a
particular field of expertise. This
article will explore those fields
in greater detail.
Operator Interface- A robot is
only as good as its ability to
effectively communicate with a
human controller. The operator–

interface – commonly referred
to as a Human Robot Interface is
the medium that allows the user
and the robot to communicate.
Most specifically, it is the
method by which a human
operator
can
give
preprogrammed commands for the
robot to execute.
Mobility or Locomotion- In
order for a robot to complete a
task, it needs to be able to move
in its environment. In robotics,
this movement is called
locomotion. Mobility in robotics
is achieved in many different
ways. For example, some robots
mimic human movement, like
those used on assembly lines or
those whose design is based on
human anatomy. Flying robots
and drones make use of
propellers and other propulsion
systems. Other robots, such as
the rovers deployed on Mars and
other celestial bodies, require
wheels to get around. In short,
the environment a robot will be
used in often determines how
the engineer will design the
mobility system.
Manipulators & Effectors- For
any robot to be worthwhile, it
must be able to interact with its
environment; that’s where
manipulators and effectors
come into play. These are the
parts of the robot that allow it to
pick up objects and move them,
or manipulate items that are
separate from the system.
Human-like robots will employ
appendages and digits that work
like human hands, in order to
complete a given task.
Programming- Programming is
essentially the language an
operator uses to communicate
with the robot. Traditionally,
any action that a robot was
required to perform had to be
programmed.
These
days,
advanced programming allows
robotic systems to learn and
adapt to changes within its
environment, which is truly a
remarkable feat of engineering.
Sensing & Perception- Robots
use
sensors
to
gather
information. This information
lets the robot know the physical
space it occupies, where it needs
to go, and if any obstacles block
its path. Sensors also collect
information to help the robot
decide how to react to objects it
encounters. The right sensor
must be selected for each robot’s
specific application to ensure
that the correct decisions are
made.

"ক োন ভগ্ন প্রোন্তরেে পরেত্যক্ত কেউরে আর ো রনত্য পূ োে স্বপ্ন সো োয়"
-Juliya Chowdhury
MBA, EXE

BTS, the Rising Stars
-Nivedita Kushari
MBA, EXE
BTS (Bangtan Sonyeondan), also
known as the Bangtan Boys, is a
South Korean boy band that was
debuted in 2013 under HYBE
Entertainments.
The
Band,
consisting of 7 members RM,
Jin,Suga,J-Hope,Jimin,V,
and
Jungkook- 4 vocalists & 3
rappers.
On June 12, 2013, BTS released
their debut single album ‘2 Cool 4
Skool’, the first installment of
their "school trilogy" series,
simultaneously with its lead single
"No More Dream". From 20132016 they made albums such as
‘Young Forever’, ‘Skool Luv
Affair’,‘Boy In Luv’,‘Dark &
Wild’,‘Wings’.

Later 2016 with the album ‘Love
Yourself’, they started getting the
international attention and with
the song ‘DNA” the band got their
first entry on the Billboard Hot
100, making BTS the first K-pop
boy band to do so. Their songs
‘Dynamite’, ‘Butter’, ‘Permission
to Dance’ were no.01 on the
Billboard Chart for the several
weeks. With the ‘Love Yourself’
album series they got international
recognition. In December 2018,
BTS surpassed 10 million albums
sold, setting the record for
reaching the 10 million milestone
in the shortest span of time(5½
years) among all Korean acts,
with 5 million of those albums
being sold in South Korea in 2018
alone.

Their most selling albums are:
 Map Of The Soul: PERSONA
 Map Of The Soul: 7
 BE
BTS Keeps amazing us with their
international collaborations such
as: THANH, Steve Aoki, The
Chainsmokers, Nicki Minaj,
Halsey, Lauv, Coldplay.
BTS received 690 awards as of
now including Billboard Music
Awards,
American
Music
Awards, Mnet Asian Music
Awards, Seoul Music Awards &
Grammy Awards (nominated).
BTS became the first K-pop group
to speak at the United Nations,
UNICEF on Sept. 2018 in an
effort to empower young people.
BTS heartfelt message “Speak
Yourself” to young people gave
courage to accept their mistake
and love themselves. Also, on
Sept. 2021 in 76th United Nations
General Assembly Speech, BTS
Had a special message talking
about the pandemic, ‘The Covid
Generation’, the struggles of
today’s youth and why we need to
think of a sustainable future to
beat climate change.
The “BTS Effect” on South
Korea’s Economy, Industry and
Culture is massive. BTS's
popularity is fueling tourism to
Korea, study of the Korean
language, interest in Korean
movies, television, fashion and
food. All told, BTS is bringing in
an estimated $5 billion a year to
South Korea. That's around half a
percent of the country's entire
economy. Global artist BTS is
breaking barriers and records
around the world proving their
status as the current biggest boy
band in the world.

Gender Discrimination
Puja Dutta
MBA, EXE
Gender discrimination is the
biggest problem today, all
over the world. In this case
women suffer a lot. Gender
discrimination always starts
from our home. Different
types
of
gender
discrimination that women
have to go through likeChildhood- A little girl does
not have any right to take a
big piece of her birthday cake
because it is preserved for her
brother.
Education-In
case
of
education,
girls
cannot
choose
higher
studies,
because they are to get
married at an early age and
their parents wish to spend
the money on their wedding
rather than in their studies.
Our society has a very
peculiar perception that
marriage is the final solution
to secure a girls future and not

education. Is that really so?
Behaviour-When it comes to
behaviour,
Women
are
expected to behave nicely,
whereas men are free to
misbehave
and
torture
women
anytime
and
anywhere.
Career- when women go for a
job interview, the question
arises from the employer that
how will she handle the job
pressure after marriage? Why
the same question is never
asked to married man? When
woman come home at late
night from work, the society
bombard her with an array of
questions about her character.
Society has this perception
that a woman cannot be a
business woman. We have all
seen in the recent film, Miss
India, the struggles a girl has
to go through if she wants to
grow her own business.
Marriage- when a woman
gets divorced, then she is the
only responsible for her

Photography Corner
broken marriage but not that
man. Travel-women have the
right to travel alone but it is
written only in law but
actually this is invisible in
practical due to safety
purpose.
Logical - when a woman
raises her question or voice
against anything then she
becomes an illogical person
instead of getting answer to
her questions.
Family- if women do not
have father, brother or
husband but only have sisters
then according to the society,
it cannot be a complete
family. So they cannot live
alone. We told that we are
educated by our degree only
not by the manners. Many
people have raised their voice
against this but still we are
unable to change our
mentality for good. We
change it if we want but “Are
we really ready to accept this
change
against
gender
discrimination”?

“Dialogue should simply be a sound among
other sounds, just something that comes out
of the mouths of people whose eyes tell the
story in visual terms.” —Alfred Hitchcock
-Arpan Ganguly
Alumni, BTTM

Painting and Animation Corner
প্রকৃতির আয়নাবাতি
-Bihir Alom,
MHA

‘Inspiration exists, but it has to find you
working.’ ― Pablo Picasso
-Subhadeep Ghosh,
BAFM

‘If you ask anyone in animation,
how long they've been into
animation, they'll pretty much
always tell you that it's since they
can remember, and I'm no
exception. I've always just loved
drawing and loved cartoons.’
-Alex Hirsch
-Rupsa Goswami,
Clinical Psychology

-Nabindra Saha,
BAFM

“Flowers don’t worry about how they’re
going to bloom. They just open up and turn
toward the light and that makes them
beautiful.” – Jim Carrey

-Payel Manna,
BMLT

